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Background:
➢ Remote sensing hyperspectral image (HSI) has a high spectral 

resolution, it can imaging at every 10nm.

➢ HSIs always suffer from various degradations, such as noise, 

cloud/shadow, compressing, etc.

➢ The HSIs from different sensors differ significantly.
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HSI restoration: spatial-spectral analysis
➢ At the beginning, the spatial based methods, such as HSI-DeNet, 

HSID-CNN are utilized to restore the HSIs from degraded image.

➢ Subsequently, 3D convolution, spatial-spectral attention, play-and-

plug framework are introduced to explore the spectral information.

➢ Separable 3D convolution is efficient for spatial-spectral features 

exploration, but the balance analysis between the two is missing. 

Therein, most HSI restoration works simply focus on one specific task 

and lose the transferability across different sensors.

Spectrum-aware and Transferable Architecture Search
➢ Utilize One-shot neural architecture search  [1] to design efficient 

architecture for various HSI restoration tasks across different sensors.

⚫ Build the global architecture (a) and micro cell architecture (b)

⚫ The  mixed residual block (MRB) to connect the two possible tow      

nodes consists of 4 spatial Conv, 2 spec Conv, and 2 spatial-spectral 

Conv, shown in (c).

Separable 3D convolution (TCI2019): 

3×3×1 for spatial feature extraction,

1×1×3 for spectral feature extraction

➢ To resist various degradations in different HSI restoration tasks, we 

introduce noise level independent search algorithm, with the following 

objective function. 𝑎 and 𝜃 stand for the architecture parameter and 

network parameter, respectively, 𝜎 is the noise variance.

During the training, 𝜎 changes for different batch and epoch.

➢ Finally, we achieve the architecture 𝑎. The learned architecture is 

utilized for various HSI restoration tasks.

Experiments
➢ Dataset: Network search experiments are implemented on CAVE and 

Pavia images, respectively. The learned architectures are used for 

CAVE denoising, ICVL denoising, and KAIST imaging reconstruction.

➢ The proposed STAS is compared to model based HSI denoising 

NGmeet[2], and learning based methods SIP[3] and QRNN3D[4]. 

STAS can achieve better quantitative and visual results, regarding 

different dataset/noise-level restoration. 

➢ The learned STACC can achieve

better results on CAVE

denoising; STACp can achieve

better on Pavia denoising.
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Conclusion:
➢ For CAVE with fewer spectral bands, spatial convolution is effective.

For Pavia with larger spectral bands, spatial-spectral convolution is
effective.

➢ The transferability of searched architecture is dependent on the
spectral information and independent of the noise levels.

➢ Left side is the learned cell block of STACC trained on CAVE dataset;

right side is the cell block of STACp from Paiva dataset.


